ACROSS:
1. Do this twice a day
4. A bad snack
7. A good snack (fruit)
8. Visit this person twice a year
10. Dentists recommend a soft bristled _____
11. Strengthens teeth
12. Baby teeth are also known as ______ teeth
14. Used to straighten or guide teeth
15. A protective coating for molars
17. Used to clean between teeth
18. Sticky film that builds up on teeth

DOWN:
2. Happy people like to _____
3. It’s not good to swallow tooth _____
5. Decay in a tooth
6. The best motion to use for brushing
9. A mold of your teeth
13. A tooth in the back of your mouth
16. Tooth picture
19. Open it wide for the dentist
20. _____ (or primary) teeth are important
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